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Abstract This paper argues for a treatment of belief as essentially sensitive to certain
features of context. The first part gives an argument that we must take belief to be
context-sensitive in the same way that assertion is, if we are to preserve appealing
principles tying belief to sincere assertion. In particular, whether an agent counts as
believing that p in a context depends on the space of alternative possibilities the agent
is considering in that context. One and the same doxastic state may amount to belief
that p in one context but not another. The second part of the paper gives a formal
treatment of doxastic states, according to which belief is context-sensitive along just
these lines. Themodel is applied to characterize (but not to refute) skeptical arguments.

Keywords Assertion · Belief · Contextualism · Sincerity

1 Introduction

One of the more active areas of epistemological research over the last few decades
concerns the context-sensitivity of knowledge, or of “know”. In particular, knowledge
(or “know”) is supposed to be sensitive to contextual facts about practical interests
and salience of alternatives. Context-sensitivity, in one or another form, is supposed
to illuminate such central philosophical issues as skepticism, practical reasoning, and
warranted assertion.

I will argue here that belief is similarly context-sensitive. If it turns out that belief
is sensitive to practical importance and salience of alternatives, this may affect the
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case for context-sensitivity of knowledge/“know”. In particular, our intuitions about
cases of knowledge-loss across changes of context are often at the heart of the debate
over contextualism (see e.g., the Bank cases of DeRose 1992 and the Airport cases of
Cohen 1999). If belief is sensitive to those contextual factors which vary across such
cases, it can be expected to affect our intuitions about knowledge-loss across those
cases.

A number of authors have explicitly denied that belief is context-sensitive (e.g.,
Foley 1993, p. 199; Kaplan 1996, p. 105n101; Maher 1986, p. 383n6),1 but I shall
argue in this paper that they are mistaken. In particular, I shall argue that whether
an agent counts as believing that p depends, among other things, on the space of
alternative possibilities the agent is taking seriously in the context at hand. This space
may change without the agent having changed her mind or revised her beliefs at all:
for example, a possibility previously ignored may come to be taken seriously once it
is raised to conversational salience, say by explicit mention. For convenience, and to
avoid confusion with other views about the sensitivity of this or that to one contextual
factor or another, I shall call the view advanced here sensitivism. In particular, note
that sensitivism differs from epistemic contextualism in part by being metaphysical
rather than semantic, so to speak: whereas contextualists’ central claims have to do
with the word “know” and its cognates, sensitivism has to do with belief itself rather
than belief reports.2

It might not be obvious what it would mean for belief to be context-sensitive, espe-
cially for readers primarily familiar with linguistic context-sensitivity. It’s relatively
easy to say what context-sensitivity means in linguistic cases: to say that “know” is
context sensitive is to say that certain features of context figure in the truth conditions
of sentences involving “know”. I have already said that we are not concerned with
“believe” or any other word that might be used to report belief, so this cannot be the
sort of context-sensitivity at issue here. Beliefs, like sentences, do have truth condi-
tions, but the sort of context-sensitivity at issue in this paper does not have to do with
truth conditions per se. That is, the sensitivist’s claim is not that a certain belief counts
as true in one context but false in another. Rather, the claim is that the content of a
belief that p varies across contexts: what it takes for one to count as believing that

1 Each of these works is concerned with building a unified theory of outright belief and degrees of belief;
context-insensitivity is in each case simply presented as a desideratum for such a theory. It’s not hard to see
a motivation for this: if we can only unify outright belief with degrees of belief by supposing belief comes
and goes willy–nilly, our unification doesn’t clearly achieve much. In this paper, I aim to explain how belief
can be context-sensitive without being trivial, but my concern here is outright belief alone. I will not take
on the task of giving a unified account of outright belief and degrees of belief, as Foley, Kaplan, and Maher
did; but my (2013) does offer such a unified account, consistent with the view of outright belief advanced
here.
2 I should also acknowledge that the argument I’ll give for sensitivism is in some ways similar to the
arguments for contextualism in DeRose (2002, 2009, ch. 3) and Schaffer (2008). DeRose and Schaffer’s
arguments, like mine, begin from a link between assertion and knowledge (or, in my case, belief), note
a certain context-sensitivity of assertion, and conclude that knowledge (belief) must be similarly context-
sensitive. Moreover Schaffer’s argument (but not DeRose’s) proceeds from a similar Stalnakerian picture
of assertion to the one I will rely on. But my argument differs importantly from these previous arguments
in that (among other things) their linking principle is the controversial knowledge norm on assertion (cf.
Williamson 2000, ch.11). My argument depends instead on a principle about which assertions are sincere,
not which assertions are epistemically permissible.
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p varies across contexts. Let us make the parallel with linguistic context-sensitivity
explicit.

Linguistic context-sensitivity One and the same sentencemay express the proposition
p in one context but not another.

Sensitivism One and the same doxastic state may amount to belief that p in one context
but not another.

The picture that will emerge looks like this. To characterize an agent’s doxastic state at
a given time, it is not enough to produce an unstructured list of propositions believed.
Rather, we need a list of propositions believed for each possible context, where con-
texts are individuated by the space of possibilities taken seriously. If a change in the
agent’s circumstances changes this space, then the agent may change from believ-
ing/disbelieving p to disbelieving/believing p, despite there having been no change
in her underlying doxastic state. Sensitivism posits context-sensitivity of belief in the
sense that there is this additional level of structure in the basic states underwriting
facts about which propositions an agent believes at any given time.

In Sect. 2, I present an argument for sensitivism based on facts about assertion, in
particular the principle that an assertion is sincere if and only if the assertor believes
what she asserts. Using a Stalnakerian picture of how assertion works, I argue that we
cannot make sense of the above principle without taking belief to be context-sensitive.
In Sect. 3, I offer a preliminary model3 of belief based on the considerations raised
in giving the assertion-based argument of Sect. 2. Briefly, here are a few features of
the formal framework I shall offer: we identify contexts with sets of possibilities; to
believe that p in a context is to rule out all not-p-possibilities in that context; we
represent an agent’s overall doxastic state by indicating which possibilities would be
ruled out in which contexts, by using an ordering on possibilities.

But before we begin, it may be helpful to compare the view to be advanced here
with some others in the literature. The term “sensitivism” is new, but there are others
who have defended sensitivist views. For example, Nozick (1993, p. 96) offers “a
(very) tentative suggestion”:

A belief excludes possibilities in a (type of) context. In another type of context,
those very possibilities would not be excluded. I believemy new junior colleague
is not a child molester. (Asked to list the people in the philosophy building who
are not child molesters, I unhesitatingly place his name on the list.) Now the
context changes; I need someone to watch my young child for two weeks. A
mistake here would be serious—the stakes have escalated. Now I think more
carefully. It is not that I did not believe in my colleague’s innocence before. In
that context, for those purposes, I did believe it; I did not consider, or assign a
probability to, the possibility of his being a child molester. In this context, with
higher stakes, I consider what probability that might have.

This sounds very close to the picture of belief I will offer in Sect. 3: belief is context-
sensitive; in particular, belief that p is sensitive to the practical importance of p in the

3 I say the model is preliminary because it deals only with outright belief. In Clarke (2013), I provide a
model dealing with degrees of belief, which I also take to be context-sensitive; that model is a generalization
of the preliminary one offered here.
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context at hand; and to believe that p in a context is to exclude not-p possibilities. But
there are some important differences, too. For one thing, Nozick is concerned herewith
finding amiddle path between “the radicalBayesian,”who thinks there are only degrees
of belief and no outright beliefs, and a Levi (1980)-style view on which (rational)
belief confusingly implies both certainty and revisability.4 So Nozick’s suggestion
here is not quite that outright belief is context-sensitive, nor that degrees of belief
are context-sensitive, but rather that one may shift between having outright beliefs
about p and having only degrees of belief about p, depending on contextual factors.5

Another important difference between Nozick’s suggestion and my view is that he
only definitely identifies high stakes as a contextual factor to which belief is sensitive,
although he does speculate that there may be other such factors.

Kyburg (1983), Weatherson (2005), Ganson (2008), Sturgeon (2008) and Fantl and
McGrath (2009) each argue for a different version of what we might call a “shifting
threshold” view of belief.6 That is, on such views, to believe p outright is to have
a high enough credence in p—but what counts as high enough credence for belief
varies with context (and perhaps with the choice of p). In particular, changes in the
practical importance of p will generally change the threshold for belief: if the stakes
are higher, then one will need a higher credence in p to count as believing it out-
right, ceteris paribus. I substantially agree with what these authors have to say about
outright belief;7 the main difference here concerns the arguments for our respective
views. These authors are mainly concerned with using belief to explain rational action,
and the effects of changes in one’s practical interests on one’s beliefs; on the other
hand, I ammainly concerned with using belief to understand sincere assertion, and the
effects of additional sorts of changes in one’s conversational context on one’s beliefs
(e.g., explicit discussion of alternative possibilities). One consequence of this differ-
ence: defenders of a shifting threshold view must worry more than I about Ross and
Schroeder (2014). In that paper, Ross and Schroeder argue for an alternative, non-
sensitivist explanation of the data around rational action that the shifting threshold
theorists cited above rely on in arguing for their views. They acknowledge that what
I am calling the sensitivist explanation of the relevant data “can provide an elegant
explanation”, but argue that it is “not alone in doing so” (p. 259). That is, they do not
argue that the sensitivist explanation is bad, but that there is a better non-sensitivist
explanation. On the other hand, my argument depends on a completely separate range

4 Giving Levi’s view a fair treatment would take us too far afield; suffice it to say that (a) Levi is concerned
with rational belief, whereas I am concernedwith belief simpliciter, and (b) Levi’s claims about how rational
beliefs change in response to various non-evidential factors do not map straightforwardly onto the present
discussion of context-sensitivity.
5 Nozick (1993, pp. 98–99) does seem to think that belief is context-sensitive in something more like the
sense I have in mind—for one thing, he speaks of an agent as being disposed to believe a proposition p
in a type of context C—but his discussion leaves it unclear exactly how this is to be spelled out, and what
relation this view of belief has to his “(very) tentative suggestion,” quoted above.
6 Bach (2005, p. 77) also adopts, but does not argue for, such a view.
7 The primary difference in content between shifting threshold views and my own concerns the treatment
of credence, rather than belief. Kyburg et al. crucially treat credence as context-insensitive. This paper’s
argument does not rely on any claim about credence, but my (2013) argues that to believe outright that p
is to give p credence 1, and outright belief is context-sensitive because credences themselves are context-
sensitive.
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of phenomena—having to do with sincere assertion rather than rational action—and
so I need not respond directly to Ross and Schroeder. In fact, the current paper could be
read as an indirect response to Ross and Schroeder: if, as I shall argue, the sensitivist
alone can give a satisfactory account of sincere assertion, this is a reason to prefer a
sensitivist explanation of the data on rational action.

2 Belief and sincere assertion

The link between assertion and belief goes through the notion of sincerity. Here is a
platitude about sincere assertion:

An assertion that p is sincere if and only if the assertor believes that p.

I say this is a platitude: it is at the core of our commonsense understanding of sincere
assertion.8 It provides a desideratum for any theory of sincere assertion.Any theory that
tells us the platitude is false has a significant mark against it. This is not to say that the
platitude is an adequate analysis of sincere assertion, that there are no counterexamples
to the biconditional. (I’m agnostic about this.) See for instance, Pruss (2012); but note
that even Pruss concedes (p. 545) that the platitude does “hold in normal cases, just
as in normal cases one knows p if and only if p is true and one justifiably believes
p.” Moreover, something close to the quoted platitude is widely defended as giving
the correct analysis of sincere assertion,9 which suggests the platitude is a common
starting-point.

In what follows, I aim to uphold both the spirit and the letter of the platitude as
stated above. This does not commit me to the absence of counterexamples. Rather,
I want to see what belief must be like for the platitude to hold in normal cases.10,11

Upholding the platitude, I will argue, requires sensitivism.
The spirit of the platitude has it that there is a certain content of an assertion thatmust

be mirrored in the assertor’s beliefs if the assertion is sincere. For convenience, call
this content the assertion’s sincerity content. Then sincerity content is, by definition,

8 Thus, Goldberg (2015) takes an even stronger principle as a platitude: “Simply put, when they are
performed sincerely, assertions express or manifest one’s beliefs. … This seems to be a feature of assertion
that is common knowledge among all competent speakers” (p. 8, my emphasis).
9 Searle (1969, §3.4) accepts the platitude itself. So does Bach and Harnish (1979), andmore recently, Bach
(2008, p. 69). Williams (2002, p. 74) says that “someone who asserts that P and is sincere says something
that is a direct expression of his belief that P” (emphasis in original). The official account of sincere assertion
in Goldberg (2015, ch. 6) allows the possibility of sincere assertion unhooking from belief, given certain
candidates for the epistemic norm of assertion—e.g., in cases where the speaker has a belief she regards
as unjustified for her. Nonetheless, on Goldberg’s view the platitude holds in normal cases, and may be
a correct analysis of sincere assertion, depending again on the correct epistemic norm of assertion. See
Pagin (2016) for a survey of prominent accounts of assertion (including sincerity conditions), all of which,
it seems to me, take the platitude to hold in normal cases. See footnote 14 for a notable dissenting view.
10 Perhaps bullshitting in the sense of Frankfurt (2005) provides a type of counterexample of the platitude:
one who asserts what she believes, but is indifferent to whether she believes what she says, sounds insincere.
And it may be that there is, as Frankfurt says, “so much bullshit” these days. I’m happy to consider these
cases abnormal in the relevant sense, however common bullshit may be. Thanks to an anonymous referee
for raising this case.
11 Thanks to two anonymous referees for pressing me to say more about the platitude.
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whatever underwrites the spirit of, or the intuition behind, our platitude: the sincerity
content of an assertive utterance is whatever content in the assertion must be matched
in the assertor’s beliefs for the assertion to be sincere. “Sincerity content” is, thus,
a technical term, but it’s one whose content is determined by common sense. By
reflecting on the notion of sincerity, I will argue in Sect. 2.1 that given a Stalnakerian
view of assertion, sincerity content must be shaped by the common ground12 in the
context of assertion.

On the other hand, I will argue in Sect. 2.2 that whether one has asserted that p
(rather than some other proposition) is not sensitive to common ground in this way.
As a result, if we are to uphold the platitude as worded—referring as it does to an
assertion that p and to belief that p—as well as its spirit, we must accept that whether
one believes that p in a particular context depends in part on the common ground in
that context. This argument will be spelled out in full in Sect. 2.4.

Here is an overview of the argument to come. First, we get from Stalnaker the
following picture of how assertion works. One makes a particular assertion in a par-
ticular conversational context. We can characterize a conversational context via the
notion of common ground. The common ground in a given context is, approximately,
what is commonly believed13 by the conversational participant. [For more on com-
mon ground, see Stalnaker (1978, 2002).] For present purposes, we can represent a
conversational context by what Stalnaker calls the “context set”: the set of possible
worlds compatible with the common ground. The more information in the common
ground, the smaller the context set will be. An assertion characteristically aims to
add information to the common ground—hence, to reduce the context set. But how a
successful assertion that p affects the context set depends on what the context set was
to begin with. A successful assertion adds p to the common ground, and so removes
all not-p possible worlds from the context set; but just what those worlds are, and
indeed whether there are any such worlds to be ruled out, depends on what the context
set was.

So much for our Stalnakerian background. Now let us see how we can fit our
platitude into the picture so far. That is, we need to locate something in our Stalnakerian
framework that can play the role of sincerity content.

Central to the story will be a distinction between an assertive utterance’s expressed
content and its contextual content. Expressed content is meant to be something like
ordinary speaker-meaning or utterance-meaning. An assertive utterance’s contextual
content, on the other hand, is a function of both its expressed content and the common
ground.

12 But see Sect. 2.3 for a qualification here.
13 Stalnaker (2002) argues that there are some cases where what is in the common ground is determined
not by what the conversational participants believe, but by some weaker belief-like attitude: what the
participants accept, where “accept” denotes a family of attitudes including believing, presuming, assuming,
and accepting for the purposes of an argument or an inquiry (Stalnaker 2002, p. 716). In such a conversation,
the sincerity principle in the text will have to be amended: one asserts sincerely iff one accepts what one
asserts. In general, the idea is that an assertion is the expression of some belief-like state; the assertion is
sincere if one is actually in the relevant state. For simplicity, in the main text, I consider only cases where
the relevant state is belief.
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Here, then, is an overview of the picture of assertion I favour. A sentence, uttered
in a certain way in a certain context, has a certain expressed content—generally, a
proposition. This is pretty vague, and intentionally so: I have no insight to offer about
which propositions are expressed by which utterances of which sentences; I hope
to remain neutral in such debates. For any assertive utterance, pick your favourite
story about what proposition was expressed, and that will work for my purposes.14 In
general, expressed content need not be the same as semantic value—in particular, it
will be different in cases of idiom, sarcasm, and perhaps some cases of implicature.
Intuitively, uttering “Right, Fred’s a good dean and I’m a monkey’s uncle,” with a
certain intonation, expresses the proposition that Fred is not a good dean. There are
complicated things determining the expressed content of any given utterance, but if
you want to know much more about it, you’ll have to find another philosopher, or a
linguist.

Here is where I have a story to tell: a proposition, expressed assertively in a certain
context, has a certain contextual content. A proposition can in general be identifiedwith
a set of possible worlds;15 the intersection of (a) the set of possible worlds correspond-
ing to an assertion’s expressed content with (b) the set of possible worlds compatible
with the information in the common ground (Stalnaker’s context set) determines its
contextual content (put another way: the contextual content of an assertive utterance
is equivalent to the conjunction of its expressed content with the propositions in the
common ground). I shall argue that an utterance’s sincerity content is not its expressed
content. Contextual content gets us much closer to the mark (in Sect. 2.3 I will define
a variant on contextual content, intended content, which I claim is identical with sin-
cerity content). There are thus two stages in getting from an utterance to what matters
for sincerity. There are contextual factors involved in both stages (in the first stage,
this will include, e.g., determining the referents of indexicals), but the kind of context-
sensitivity that interests us here comes in the second stage, the move from expressed
content to contextual content.

The following three subsections are devoted to exploring the distinction between
expressed and contextual content, and with an eye to locating sincerity content in our
framework. Let us begin with some observations about sincerity.

14 There might be some difficulty if you happen to be Herman Cappelen or Ernie Lepore, however. Accord-
ing to Cappelen and Lepore’s Speech Act Pluralism, there is no such thing as the proposition expressed by
a given utterance; and furthermore, there is no algorithm that will give all the propositions expressed (said,
asserted, etc.) by an utterance. However, at least as of 2005, Cappelen and Lepore suspect that no one else
is a Speech Act Pluralist of this sort, so I shall try not to be too worried (Cappelen and Lepore 2005, p.
5). Furthermore, Cappelen and Lepore (2005, p. 202) explicitly reject the sincerity principles I build my
argument on: “Speakers need not believe everything they sincerely say.” So Cappelen and Lepore got off
the bus well before this note.
I do think that some version of my argument might work even for Speech Act Pluralists, provided we

appropriately restrict our sincerity principles—though this would of course be difficult to manage. Roughly,
the idea is that if, for a given assertive utterance, we (somehow) pick an appropriate member of the set of
propositions expressed by that utterance, the sincerity principles I rely on will hold for that proposition;
furthermore, if we plug that proposition in as expressed content in my sense, we can run the argument to
follow on the contextual/intended content generated thereby.
15 This identification involves a certain simplification or idealization; see Sect. 3.1 for more on this.
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2.1 Sincerity content is not expressed content

A starting observation about sincerity: the sincerity of an assertion depends on what
the speaker intends the assertion to do, or what effect the speaker believes the assertion
will have if accepted. Insincere assertions involve a mismatch between the assertor’s
outward actions and inward beliefs—but the mismatch must be intentional. One can
assert sincerely and yet convey something one does not believe thanks to miscom-
munication. The spirit of, or the intuition behind, our platitude calls us to look for
communicative intentions true to one’s beliefs when evaluating an assertion’s sincer-
ity. So: what does one intend to do in asserting that p?

It is widely agreed that what an assertion aims to do is add a proposition to the
common ground. But what this amounts to depends on what the common ground
was before the assertion. If an assertion of a sentence expressing the proposition p is
accepted by its audience, the actual effect on the common ground will be to add p.
But what the speaker intends assertion of a sentence expressing p to accomplish is to
update the context set (the set of worlds compatible with the common ground) to the
intersection of the set of p-worlds with the original context set. Some examples, with
pictures, will help illustrate the point.

Let U (the big box) be the universe of all possible worlds. Figure 1a shows the
proposition expressed by p: the area of the box not shaded out represents the worlds
where p is true. This represents what I call the expressed content.

In Fig. 1b, the oval C represents the worlds compatible with the common ground.
The area outside the oval is shaded in darkly; the area inside the oval on the not-p
side of the universe is shaded in more lightly. The idea is that the darkly shaded area
represents worlds that are considered to have been ruled out even before the speaker’s
assertion; then the assertion itself aims to update the common ground to include only
the unshaded area, which is inside the oval and also on the p side of the universe. This
represents what I call the contextual content.

Now we are in a position to understand why we should not take the aim of an
assertion that p to be simply adding p to the common ground. If that were the case,
we would take the assertion’s sincerity content to be the entire section of the universe
to the right of the vertical line. Suppose our interlocutors are talking about what kind
of bird is sitting in the garden. It’s clear to all involved that the bird is some kind of

¬p p

U

(a)

¬p p

U

CC

(b)

Fig. 1 (a) Expressed content and (b) contextual content
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¬p p

U

CC

G

(a)

¬p p

U

CC

G

(b)

Fig. 2 Amanda’s aim (a) thwarted, (b) achieved

large gull. Amanda (who is about to speak) thinks the only likely large gulls in this
area are the Herring Gull and the Lesser Black-Backed Gull (LBB), and she thinks her
interlocutors agreewith her on this count.Were the conversation closer to sea, Amanda
would also think the bird might be a Great Black-Backed Gull (GBB). Amanda only
trusts herself to distinguish LBBs from GBBs by their legs, so were the conversation
closer to sea, she would suspend judgment about whether the bird is a GBB or an
LBB, since its legs aren’t visible. Consider Fig. 2a. Here, p is the proposition that the
bird is a Black-Backed Gull; the circle G represents worlds where the bird is a Great
Black-Backed Gull (GBB). Suppose Amanda takes the common ground to rule out
everything outside the oval C , including the circle G: that is, she takes the common
ground to include the information that the bird in the garden is not a GBB. In that case,
aiming to update the common ground to allow only worlds where there is an LBB in
the garden, Amanda will say something like “It’s a Black-Backed Gull,” rather than
the wordier “It’s a Lesser Black-Backed Gull.” Speakers can count on the common
ground to do some work for them. Now, if the result of saying “It’s a Black-Backed
Gull” is the situation depicted in Fig. 2a, the speaker has not achieved her aim. The
common ground has not been updated as desired. Rather, a successful assertion would
result in the situation of Fig. 2b, with the GBB-worlds ruled out as well.

On the other hand, if the speaker takes the common ground at the time of her
assertion to allow the worlds in both C and G—that is, if she takes her interlocutors
not already to presume there are no GBBs here, perhaps because they think the shore
is closer than Amanda does—and she says “It’s a Black-Backed Gull”, we can only
interpret her as aiming to produce the situation of Fig. 2a. Speakers working in dif-
ferent contexts, with different common ground, intend different things by assertively
expressing the same proposition. In both contexts, our speaker expresses the proposi-
tion that the bird is a black-backed gull, but she aims or intends to produce different
updated context sets in each case. My aim in mixing blue paint with yellow would
not be to create something blue, but rather to create something green; likewise, a
speaker’s aim in assertively expressing p in a context is to use p as a tool to yield
a certain updated context set.16 Just as I would intend different things by mixing the

16 Thanks to an anonymous referee for this analogy.
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same blue paint into red rather than yellow, I would intend different things by asserting
p in one context rather than another.

This is why I claim it is better to identify sincerity content with contextual content
than with expressed content. Sincerity content is, by definition, whatever content of
an assertion must be mirrored in the assertor’s beliefs for the assertion to be sincere. In
other words, sincerity content is whatever content underwrites the intuition behind our
platitude. Therefore, since the assertor’s intentions are what matters in determining
whether an assertion is sincere, and since the assertor’s intentions are shaped by the
common ground in the context of assertion, sincerity content must depend on common
ground. Contextual content depends on common ground, whereas expressed content
does not. Therefore, it is better to identify sincerity content with contextual content
than with expressed content.

2.2 Expressed content and asserting that p

So much for sincerity content. What is the role of expressed content in this picture,
aside from helping to determine contextual content? For our purposes, what matters
about expressed content is the following: we say that one has asserted that p just in
case one has made an assertive utterance with the expressed content p. That is, to say
that one has asserted that p is to specify the expressed content of one’s assertion, not
its contextual content. Focussing on contextual content helps us to get at what one
intends to do by asserting, with a view to getting at what one must believe in order for
one’s assertion to be sincere; but our normal way of talking about what people assert
does not have this specialized goal. In the bird-in-the-garden case, it is more natural to
say that by uttering “It’s a Black-Backed Gull,” Amanda has asserted that the bird is
a Black-Backed Gull (p in Fig. 2b) than that she has asserted that the bird is an LBB
(the proposition corresponding to the unshaded area in Fig. 2b).

Amore compelling case for using expressed rather than contextual content to deter-
mine when one has asserted that p comes from considering pairs of cases where,
intuitively, one asserts the same thing despite the common ground being different
(i.e., despite the contextual content being different). Suppose the nation of Freedonia
held an election last night. Hugh has never paid much attention to Freedonia or its
politics, but he caught a glance at the election results in passing while reading his
morning newsfeed. Hugh gleans that Firefly won the election, but the headline he saw
didn’t say what office was being contested. Now consider two conversations, Cprez

and Cpm: in Cprez (Fig. 3a) it is common ground that the election determined the new
President of Freedonia; in Cpm (Fig. 3b), on the other hand, it is common ground
that the election determined the new Prime Minister of Freedonia (in Fig. 3, p is the
proposition that Firefly won the election).

Now consider what we should say about Hugh in either Cprez or Cpm, were he to
say, “Firefly won the election.” It seems to me that, intuitively, in both cases, Hugh has
asserted that Firefly won the election. That is, it is intuitive that there is a proposition p
such that, in both cases, Hugh has asserted that p. Therefore, we get the wrong result
if we say that one asserts that p just in case one utters assertively something with the
contextual content p: wewould then have to say that Hugh has asserted different things
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Fig. 3 Presupposing Freedonia elected (a) their president or (b) their prime minister

Cprez and Cpm, since his assertions in each case have different contextual content. We
would then say that Hugh has asserted in Cprez that Firefly was elected President
of Freedonia last night—or perhaps something even more complicated, spelling out
whatever other presuppositions Hugh shares with his interlocutors. But, intuitively,
we want to say that Hugh asserts the same thing in both cases—namely, that Firefly
won the election. On the other hand, if we say that an assertion that p is one with
the expressed content p, we do not run into this problem, since the expressed content
of Hugh’s assertion in both cases is the same. This matches our ordinary practice of
describing assertions.

2.3 A qualification

Recall our observation about sincerity from the beginning of Sect. 2.1: the sincerity
of an assertion should depend on what the speaker intends the assertion to do, or what
effect the speaker believes the assertion will have if accepted, rather than on what
effect the assertion actually would have if accepted. This suggests a problem with our
identification of sincerity content with contextual content, because it is possible for the
speaker to be mistaken about what the common ground is. A speaker’s communicative
intentions can only be shaped by what she takes the common ground to be, not by
what the common ground actually is (in cases where there is a difference). When a
speaker asserts that p, she intends to update the context set to the intersection of the
set of p-worlds with what she thought the original context set was. If the speaker was
mistaken about what the original context set was, this will not be the same as the actual
effect of successful assertion that p.

Here is an example to illustrate. Moe and Curly work in the same office. Curly is a
bit clueless, and Moe is self-absorbed and not very nice. Today is Friday.

Moe and Curly: Moe needs to deposit his paycheque before the start of business
on Monday. He has written a big cheque which will be cashed on Monday, and
he must make sure there is enough money in his account to cover it. It would be
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hard for him to make it to the bank after work before the bank closes, but he has
a lot of work to do and wants to avoid leaving early if possible. All day, Moe
has been complaining about his problem to his co-workers, and asking if anyone
knows if the bank is open on Saturdays. He knows that as of two weeks ago, the
bank was open on a Saturday, but he still worries that they might have changed
their hours since.
Towards the end of the day, Moe runs into Curly. Presuming that Curly knows
all about Moe’s problem—surely everyone knows by now—Moe asks if Curly
knows if the bank will be open tomorrow. But Curly hasn’t heard anything about
Moe’s predicament, and presumes that Moe just doesn’t know what the bank’s
normal hours are. Curly was at the bank on a Saturday two weeks ago, so he
says, “Yes, they’re open Saturdays.” This, I take it, is a sincere assertion.

The actual effect of Curly’s assertion is to bring Moe to believe that the bank has not
deviated from its regular hours; the intended effect of Curly’s assertion is to bringMoe
to believe that the bank’s regular hours include Saturdays.We get the right verdict (that
Curly’s assertion is sincere) if we say that Curly’s assertion is sincere iff he believes
what he intends to bring Moe to believe by his assertion. We get the wrong verdict
(that Curly’s assertion is insincere) if we say that Curly’s assertion is sincere iff he
believes what he actually brings Moe to believe.

We can use the following simple model to represent Curly’s assertion. Let the
universe contain just four possible worlds, A, B, C , and D. In worlds A and B (only),
the bank was open on Saturdays as of two weeks ago. In worlds A and C (only), the
bank’s hours now include Saturdays—so the bankwill be open tomorrow, in particular.
Thus, in worlds B and C (only), the bank has changed its Saturday hours in the last
two weeks. Moe thinks it is common knowledge (since he’s been going on about it
all day) that the bank was open on Saturdays as of two weeks ago; so he thinks the
context set is {A, B}. Curly, however, is oblivious to this. Moreover, Curly hasn’t
considered, and does not expect Moe to have considered, the rather remote possibility
that the bank has changed its hours in the past two weeks, so he thinks the context
set is {A, D}. Because of the mismatch between Moe’s and Curly’s understanding of
the situation, the only presumption Moe and Curly have in common is that the bank
has not recently changed its hours from being closed on Saturdays to being open on
Saturdays. Therefore, the actual context set is {A, B, D}.17 Curly asserts that the bank
is open on Saturdays; the expressed content of his assertion is true at worlds A and
C . Curly aims to update the context set to {A}, and thinks he succeeds in doing so by
eliminating D from the context set. On the contrary, Curly actually updates the context
set to {A} by eliminating B and D, since Moe no longer thinks the bank might have
changed its hours after Curly’s assertion, and Curly then takes himself and Moe both
to presume D to be false.

Intuitively, Curly’s assertion is sincere. We only get this verdict if we judge Curly
by the context set as he takes it to be, rather than by the actual context set. Curly

17 This depends, of course, on defining the common ground to include all and only what is presumed by all
conversational participants, which may be controversial. However, so long as common ground is defined
such that it is possible for a speaker to be mistaken about what the common ground is, it should be possible
to produce cases like the ones in the text.
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has no opinion about whether the bank has changed its hours, but his effect on the
actual context set was to exclude this possibility. On the other hand, Curly’s effect
on the context set as he takes it to be is just to exclude the possibility that the bank’s
(unchanged) hours do not include Saturday—and this does reflect his opinion.

Therefore, we should take sincerity content to correspond to the intersection of
expressed content with (not the actual context set, but) the set of possible worlds
compatible with what the speaker thinks is the common ground. Call this the intended
content of an assertion. In most cases, intended content and contextual content will
be identical; they come apart only when the speaker is mistaken about the common
ground. However, where contextual content and intended content differ, it is the latter
that matters for determining sincerity. Thus, my official view is that sincerity content
should be identified with intended content.

2.4 The argument

Nowwe have all the pieces we need to get to the context-sensitivity of belief. Suppose
S has asserted that p. This means that S has made an assertive utterance with the
expressed content p. S’s assertion is sincere if and only if S believes that p. Butwhether
S’s assertion is sincere or not depends on S’s communicative intentions—what effect
S intends her assertion to have on the common ground of the conversation—and this
is not completely determined by the expressed content of her utterance. To capture
S’s communicative intentions, we must look at the intended content of her utterance,
which depends on what the common ground is (according to S). Intended content is
identical with sincerity content, and the sincerity content of S’s utterance by definition
tells us what belief S must have for her assertion to be sincere. Therefore, what belief
S must have for her assertion to count as sincere depends on what the common ground
is (according to S). But we have already said that S’s assertion is sincere if and only
if S believes that p. Therefore, whether S believes that p or not depends on what the
common ground is (according to S). This is the conclusion we hoped for.

Here is the argumentmore explicitly. Suppose that S hasmade an assertive utterance
whose expressed content is p and whose intended content is p′.

1. S has asserted that p. (By Freedonia cases.)
2. An assertion that p is sincere iff the assertor believes that p. (Platitude.)
3. Therefore, S has asserted sincerely iff S believes that p. (By 1 and 2.)
4. S has asserted sincerely iff S has a belief matching the sincerity content of S’s

assertion. (By definition of sincerity content.)
5. Sincerity content is identical with intended content. (By bird-in-the-garden and

Moe/Curly cases.)
6. Therefore, S has asserted sincerely iff S has a belief with content p′. (By 4 and 5.)
7. Therefore, S believes that p iff S has a belief with content p′. (By 3 and 6.)

Since p′ is our assertion’s intended content, it is context-dependent in a way that p is
not: p′ is a function of p and the (perceived) common ground. Therefore, this argument
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establishes that belief that pmeans different things in different contexts, with different
(perceived) common ground: belief is context-sensitive.18

Our conclusion here establishes a form of context-sensitivity of belief, but does
it establish sensitivism? Recall that the sensitivist does not claim merely that people
have different beliefs in different contexts. Sensitivism is not, after all, simply the
view that people change their minds sometimes. Rather, it is the view that the contents
of our beliefs show more structure than is commonly thought. Therefore, to establish
sensitivism, we need to show that whether S believes that p depends, in part, on
what alternative possibilities S is taking seriously. The above argument concludes
that whether S believes that p in a context depends, in part, on what S takes the
common ground to be in that context. I think this does amount to a dependence on
what alternatives S is taking seriously: arguably, what it is for a possibility to be
unexcluded by the common ground (i.e., for a possibility to be included in the context
set) is for the agents involved to be taking that possibility seriously. If S thinks all
parties to the conversation are taking some possibility seriously, then she must think
that she herself is taking that possibility seriously as well. S thinking that S is taking
a possibility seriously is not quite the same thing as S taking the possibility seriously,
but it’s pretty darn close, and in most cases will amount to the same thing. Perhaps
there are cases where S thinks that she is taking a possibility seriously, but actually is
not; however, I cannot think of such a case, nor can I convince myself that a serious
objection to the present view based thereon can be offered. If such an objection is
possible, I leave it to other philosophers to find it.

3 A model for belief

I have presented the foregoing as an argument for sensitivism, but we can draw a
stronger conclusion. That is, the considerations of the previous section do not push us
to accept just any sensitivist model of belief. In this section, I offer a way of modelling
belief states which easily makes sense of the picture of sincere assertion given above.

3.1 Some simplifications eliminated

To begin, there are some simplifications I have made up to this point for reasons of
clarity, which can now be dispensed with. In particular, I have assumed that successful
assertions only increase the common ground, and reduce the context set. This is, of
course, not the case. For example, consider again the case where the conversants
are wondering what kind of bird is in the garden. An assertion that it might be a
squirrel rather than a bird does not aim to eliminate any possibility; rather, it raises
a new possibility previously excluded. Prior to the assertion, it was taken for granted
by all parties that the creature in the garden is a bird; if the assertion is successful,
then all parties will now suppose that it is either a bird or a squirrel. This means an

18 Of course, to get context-sensitivity of belief in general from this argument, we need to rule out the
position that only belief in propositions one happens to be asserting is context-sensitive. I have no argument
against this position, but it seems entirely unappealing.
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enlargement of the context set, and a reduction in the common ground (aswe have been
understanding it), since squirrel-possibilities are now under consideration. And there
are some assertions which aim only to point out or make salient that certain things are
already in the common ground; assertions of the form “As we all know, …” or “Of
course, we’re taking for granted that …” are often of this sort. (Cf. Abbott 2008.)

Another simplifying idealization is built into my use of possible worlds, and my
representing propositions as sets of possible worlds. The trouble with this is that it
requires us to represent logically equivalent propositions as identical. The same set
of possible worlds corresponds to both p and (p ∧ q) ∨ (p ∧ ¬q). Therefore, if we
represent an agent as believing the former, we must also represent her as believing
the latter, since we represent both by the same object. In other words, representing
propositions as sets of possible worlds means building in logical omniscience.

The problem here bears some similarity to a family of problems of logical omni-
science encountered by formal epistemologists of various stripes—I have in mind
Bayesians and epistemic logicians, in particular—but the difference between my
project and theirs makes certain familiar moves unavailable to me. I am interested
in understanding and representing belief in general, whether rational or not; but for-
mal epistemologists are usually concerned with representing more ideal agents. This
gives them some excuse for building logical omniscience into their models: it is at least
debatable whether ideally rational agents must possess perfect logical knowledge. But
it is a clear problem if a model of non-ideal, not necessarily rational belief has it that
all believers are logically omniscient.

However, the modesty (in a sense) of my goal also opens up a way of dealing with
the problem of logical omniscience which is unavailable to Bayesians and epistemic
logicians. Let me first explain how I deal with the problem, and then explain why this
strategy is unavailable to those others.

We must modify the idea of possible worlds at work in our model. In fact, I shall
cease calling them possible worlds, since we will give up any connection with logical
or metaphysical possibility; instead, let us speak of points in the model. In the model,
every proposition is assigned a truth value at each point. Since there is no one-to-one
correspondence between points in the model and genuine possible worlds, the truth
value a proposition receives at a given point are not determined by its truth value in
any possible world. Rather, it is up to the agent, so to speak, to assign a truth value.
We can still represent propositions as sets of points, following the standard practice
of representing propositions as sets of possible worlds. But, since the distribution of
truth values over the universe of points is determined by the agent, rather than by the
world, we cannot read facts about individuation of propositions off of the sets of points
representing them in the model (or vice versa).

Thus, we must also modify the idea of propositions at work in our model. The
pattern of the agent’s beliefs will determine the population of points: if the agent
believes that19 p and (p ∧ q)∨ (p ∧ ¬q) are logically equivalent, or indeed that they

19 More carefully, it would be better to say that two propositions will be represented by the same set of
points if the agent believes as if they are logically equivalent. That is, what matters is whether one treats
p and (p ∧ q) ∨ (p ∧ ¬q) as equivalent, not whether one explicitly believes that the two are equivalent.
After all, one may lack the concept of equivalence, but still treat various propositions as equivalent.
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are the same proposition, then there will be no point where one is true and the other
false; otherwise, there will be such points. Thus, the pattern of the agent’s beliefs also
determines the individuation of propositions in the model: if the agent believes that
p and q are equivalent, then both propositions will be represented by the same set of
points, so, as far as the model is concerned, they are the same proposition. Once we
have this clarification of what the points in our model are, everything works just as it
would if we were using possible worlds. To be clear, though, no claim is made here
about which worlds are genuinely possible, or about which propositions are genuinely
distinct. It might be helpful to think of the “propositions” in the model as propositions
under a mode of presentation, or something of the sort. Because the present aim is to
model belief, rational or otherwise, the world outside the agent does little to shape the
model used to represent the agent’s beliefs.20

The above strategy for dealing with the problem of logical omniscience is open to
us because we are not giving a logic.21 If we were, we would need some recursive rule
for determining how complex propositions are represented in the model. For example,
typically, if p and q are represented, respectively, by sets of points P and Q, then p∧q
would be represented by the intersection of P and Q. Thus, we would not have the
option of representing p∧ q by anything but the set of worlds where both p and q are
true; all agents would have to respect conjunction introduction and elimination, so to
speak. But I have no need to construct complex propositions from simple ones; for my
purposes, there is no problemwith regarding all propositions as simple. Therefore, any
proposition can be represented by an arbitrary set of points. The set of points where
p ∧ q is true need not be the set of points where both p and q are true.

To be sure, representing propositions as sets of points in the model still runs into
some problems analogous to those that arise in using sets of possible worlds. In par-
ticular, any two propositions which the believer’s logical beliefs treat as necessarily
true will be represented as identical. This may make the model unsuitable for repre-
senting, say, beliefs about mathematics. I shall not offer a solution of this problem; I
concede that the way of modelling belief on offer here is only useful for representing
a restricted range of beliefs. However, I think the restriction is not so severe as to
remove all usefulness or interest from the models—we can, after all, still represent
beliefs about brains in vats, bank hours, and indeed anything else in the physical world.

3.2 The model

Now we are ready to present the model. Section 3.2.1 gives a formal statement of the
model, and Sect. 3.2.2 explainsmore informally how it works, including an application
to a form of skepticism.

20 Thanks to an anonymous referee for helping to clarify this issue.
21 Or rather, it is easily open to us: people who like the “impossible worlds” program (cf. Berto 2012) can
take a similar approach to the problem of logical omniscience, but must face a slew of objections we avoid
through the modesty of our aims. That is, we have no need to interpret or justify claims like “There are
worlds/points where p and ¬p are both true,” and this makes our life relatively easy.
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3.2.1 Definitions

Let a doxastic state S for a set of propositions P be a quadruple (US ,CS , ‖·‖S ,

�S ), where US is a set of points, CS is a set of non-empty subsets of US (“con-
texts”), ‖·‖S is a valuation function taking members of P to subsets ofUS , and �S
is a reflexive, transitive, CS -well-founded22 relation among the members of US .23

“x � y” is meant to be read as, “y is ruled out at least as strongly as x (according
to the agent whose beliefs are being represented).” It might also be helpful—though
not quite accurate—to think of “x � y” as saying that x is more plausible than y
according to the agent; I shall say more about this shortly. For a proposition p ∈ P ,
‖p‖ is the set of points in U at which p is true. If x is a point with x ∈ ‖p‖, then we
will write x |� p; if A is a set of points with A ⊆ ‖p‖, then we will write A |� p.

Let a context be represented by a context set C ∈ C . Because � is well-founded,
we can always find, for any C , a minimally ruled-out (maximally plausible) subset
BC ⊆ C ; that is, there is a BC ⊆ C whose members are those x ∈ C such that for all
y ∈ C , x � y. Then we say that p is believed in contextC if and only if BC |� p. That
is, p is believed in C just in case it is true at all the least ruled-out (most plausible)
C-points.24

We can also define a dual operator to belief, which is useful for some applications.
Say that p is doxastically possible in a context C , and write 〈BC 〉 p, just in case there
is a point x ∈ BC with x |� p. Note that the equivalence 〈BC 〉 p ⇔ BC |� ¬p does
not hold in general, because we have no assurance that the agent’s valuation function
is classical. Informally, 〈BC 〉 p says that the agent does not rule out p inC ; if the agent
is logically coherent, we might say that p is consistent with her beliefs in C .

3.2.2 Discussion

The model defined above is meant to be a generalization of the picture we saw in
Sect. 2 to cases not involving assertion. The context setsC ∈ C in themodel intuitively
correspond to the Stalnakerian context set generated by the information in the common
ground of a conversation: just as the common ground restricts interlocutors’ attention
to a subset of the space of possible worlds, the context sets C ∈ C in our model
restrict a believer’s attention to a subset of the points populating her doxastic stateS .
Not all subsets of U clearly correspond to any recognizable context (this is why S
includes the distinguished set of contexts C ). For instance, a singleton set containing
just one point, with nothing ruled out (or in) is hard to understand as corresponding
to anyone’s beliefs in any real-life context. It seems to me that genuine belief always
involves ruling something out; but even if this is not the case, our framework can
handle it—if every subset of U corresponds to some possible context, then let C be

22 For any C ∈ CS , there is a minimal element m ∈ C : for all x ∈ C , m � x .
23 The subscripts onU,C , ‖·‖ , and�will be suppressed where there is no ambiguity which doxastic state
is in question.
24 The approach of characterizing belief using plausibility rankings on possibilities in this way is not new.
In fact, it is a standard technique in belief revision theory. See e.g., Baltag and Smets (2006), Board (2004)
and Stalnaker (1996, §3).
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the power set ofU , the set of all subsets ofU . The important thing is that we have the
option of excluding some subsets of U as not corresponding to any real context.

Note that the inclusion of a given set C in C doesn’t mean that the agent has
already turned her attention to that set. Otherwise, we would have to posit relatively
few context sets in the doxastic state of ordinary agents. Rather, a set C should be
included in C just in case the agent already has a robust disposition to rule out certain
points in C in favour of certain others. Even if an agent has yet to consider a certain
body of presuppositions, she may have definite views about what would be true under
those presuppositions; if that is the case, should include in her doxastic state the
corresponding context set and plausibility ordering thereon. (Audi’s 1994 distinction
between dispositional beliefs and dispositions to believe might affect how one chooses
to fill out C .)25

But wait: one might worry about this appeal to “robust dispositions”: after all,
there is by now a large body of empirical work showing that people’s judgments and
preferences are highly sensitive to all sorts of incidental factors—framing, ordering,
anchoring, and so on. (See e.g., Slovic and Lichtenstein 1968; Lichtenstein and Slovic
1971, 1973; Tversky and Kahneman 1974; Kahneman et al. 1982.) In short, if one
needs to have a robust disposition to rule out possible world x in favour of possible
world y for a set containing x and y to be included inC , thenC will have very fewmem-
bers: the empirical evidence suggests we do not have dispositions like this, but rather
dispositions (say) to rule out x in favour of y when judging in a tidy room, but to rule
out y in favour of x when the bin is overflowing with pizza boxes (Schnall et al. 2008).

This worry is misplaced: this empirical evidence suggests that there will be many,
not few, members of C . Two clarifications will help to see why this is so. First, recall
that we have already distinguished between possible worlds and points in the model.
If a believer sometimes treats possible world x as more plausible than possible world
y and sometimes vice versa, we can represent this by including in the model of her
doxastic state multiple points agreeing with x on every proposition. (Cf. the discussion
of transitivity failure below.) Second, note that I have not constrained the manifesting
conditions of the dispositions-to-rule-out which settle whether a set is to be included
in C : in particular, I have not claimed that for a set containing x and y to be included
in C , one must be disposed (say) to rule out x in favour of y in all circumstances,
or whenever one thinks about the propositions true in x but not y. If one regularly
rules out x in favour of y on pleasant days and regularly makes the reverse judgment
under gloomy skies, we can represent this in the model by one context set capturing
one’s fair-weather dispositions and another capturing one’s rainy dispositions. Thus,
the empirical evidence showing that our judgments and preferences are (not random
or erratic but) extremely sensitive to contextual factors like framing etc puts pressure
on us to include more, not fewer, sets in C .

The relation � can be seen as generalizing the shading used in Sect. 2. Figures
1 and 2 used at most three colours: dark grey for possibilities26 ruled out by the

25 Thanks to an anonymous referee for pressing me to clarify this, and for raising the objection in the next
paragraph.
26 I promised to stop referring to points in the model as “possible worlds,” but “possibilities” is just too
convenient a term to give up completely.
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common ground, light grey for possibilities ruled out by the assertion of p, white for
possibilities not ruled out. Context-independent doxastic states, on this model, can be
visualized as using arbitrarilymany colours: ifS has it that x � y, then shade y darker
than x . In a context C , these shadings on the doxastic state can be used to generate a
model in the style of Sect. 2: everything outside of C is shaded dark grey; the lightest
possibilities within C (i.e., those in BC ) are shaded white; and everything else in C is
shaded light grey. Of course, dark grey, light grey, and white will not mean quite the
same thing in this model as in that of Sect. 2, since we are now working with a model
for belief, not assertion. Here, then, dark grey would indicate points unconsidered,
or not taken seriously in the context; light grey would indicate points considered but
ruled out (disbelieved); and white would indicate points considered, and not ruled out
(believed).

This explains why we required � to be reflexive, transitive, and C -well-founded.
Reflexivity and transitivity make � nicely behaved as a preorder: there are no loops
with x ≺ y, y ≺ z, and z ≺ x .27 C -well-foundedness ensures that any context C ∈ C
will have a non-empty minimally ruled-out subset BC . Now, it might seem that requir-
ing transitivity is not just an innocent formal convenience. That is, someone might
think that x is more likely than y in a context C1 where z is not under consideration,
and likewise think that y is more likely than z if x is not under consideration, and that
z is more likely than x if y is not under consideration (contexts C2 and C3, respec-
tively); and it seems that to represent such an agent’s doxastic state, we must violate
transitivity. But this is not the case, for we can always introduce a fourth point, z′,
which agrees with z on every proposition p ∈ P , but with z′ ≺ x ≺ y ≺ z (see Fig. 4,
where an arrow from a point v to a point w indicates that w ≺ v).28 Then, if we take
C1 = {x, y}, C2 = {y, z}, and C3 = {x, z′}, we get a representation of the agent as
described, but without having to violate transitivity. This is possible because there is
no requirement that distinct points ofU must differ in the propositions they make true.

Here is another way of putting the point. A doxastic stateS for the propositions P
is a good model of an agent S if and only ifS gets S’s pattern of belief and non-belief
in the propositions P right across the contexts represented by themembers ofCS . The
points x ∈ US are useful for representing those propositions and contexts, but do not
have any independent content; outside the context of the model S , it does not make
sense to ask about whether the agent S believes, say, that x is actual. Thus, without
violating transitivity, we can build a doxastic state which accurately models an agent
who believes p rather than q in a context where r is not a serious alternative, believes
q rather than r when p is not a serious alternative, and believes r rather than p in a
context where q is not a serious alternative. Just take the doxastic state of Fig. 4b, with
‖p‖ = {x}, ‖q‖ = {y}, and ‖r‖ = {z, z′}. Then the context C1 = {x, y} will be one
where the agent believes p rather than q, C2 = {y, z} one where the agent believes

27 Here, of course, “a ≺ b” means a � b and b � a.
28 Incidentally, note that so far, I have tacitly assumed that there is no context in which the agent takes all
three possibilities x, y and z into consideration; if there is such a context, then whichever possibility is (or
possibilities are) not ruled out will be the one that the new point (or points) agrees with on all propositions.
When there is no such synoptic context, the three original possibilities are in a symmetrical situation, and
it makes no difference which one is “copied” by the new point(s).
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Fig. 4 a Transitivity failure, b transitivity restored

q rather than r , and C3 = {x, z′} one where the agent believes r rather than p. That
is to say that in C1, the agent believes p and rules out the only serious q-possibility,
and takes for granted that r is false, or in other words, does not take any r -possibility
seriously. Thus, the transitivity constraint does not reduce the expressive power of
doxastic states.

Note that the different levels or shadings of the points in U induced by � should
not be thought of as degrees of belief, at least in the usual sense. Rather, they should
be thought of as dispositions to believe. What it means for some point x to be shaded
more lightly than some other point y is not that the agent believes x is the case more
strongly or with more certainty than y; rather, what it means is that in a context where
attention is restricted to the points x and y, the agent will believe those things true
in x , regardless of what is true in y. This is part of why I said above that it is better
to think of “x � y” as saying that y is ruled out at least as strongly as x , rather than
as saying that x is at least as plausible as y (according to the agent). To illustrate,
here is a plausible (but highly simplified) way of modelling many people’s attitudes to
skeptical scenarios; I have in mind people who feel the force of skeptical arguments.

Let U = {2H, 1H, 2HBIV , 1HBIV }. These points correspond, respectively, to: the
world where I have two hands and nothing else is unusual (2H ); the world where I
have only one hand, having lost one in an accident (1H ); the world where I am a
handless brain in a vat having experiences as of having two hands (2HBIV ); and the
world where I am a handless brain in a vat having experiences as of having lost one
hand in an accident (1HBIV ). The worlds 2H and 2HBIV are indistinguishable tome, as
are 1H and 1HBIV : for each pair, I have exactly the same experiences in both members
of the pair. For convenience, let us write “x � y” when x � y and y � x . Thus, we
will have 2H � 2HBIV and 1H � 1HBIV . Furthermore, let us suppose that I do seem
to have two hands—that is, I have an experience as of having two hands. I see two
hands before me, I have no memory of losing a hand in an accident, and so on. Then I
shall be inclined to rule out any point where I seem to have one hand rather than any
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2H

1H

2HBIV

1HBIV

Fig. 5 Points and their ordering

2H

1H

2HBIV

1HBIV

Cordinary

(a)

2H

1H

2HBIV

1HBIV

Cskeptical

(b)

Fig. 6 a Ordinary and b skeptical contexts

world where I seem to have two hands: we will have 2H � 1H , 2HBIV � 1HBIV ,
2H � 1HBIV , and 2HBIV � 1H . This gives us the situation of Fig. 5.

Now, in most ordinary contexts, the skeptical possibilities 2HBIV and 1HBIV will
not arise. Thus, an ordinary context set Cordinary will only include 2H and 1H . Since
2H is the unique minimal element of such a Cordinary, we will have BCordinary = {2H};
so the agent will, in ordinary contexts, believe whatever is true in 2H—in particular,
that she has two hands. This is depicted in Fig. 6a. However, by raising skeptical
possibilities to salience, an interlocutor can expand the context set to a new Cskeptical

which includes 2HBIV . Since 2HBIV � 2H , we will have BCskeptical = {2H, 2HBIV },
so that the agent only believes whatever is true in both 2H and 2HBIV—in particular,
she will not believe that she has two hands, since this is false at 2HBIV , though neither
will she believe that she has no hands, since this is false at 2H . This is the situation
depicted in Fig. 6b.29 To recast these comments in terms of doxastic possibility, it is
doxastically possible for the agent that she does not have hands in Cskeptical, but not in
Cordinary: if p is the proposition that the subject has hands, then we have

〈
BCskeptical

〉¬p,
but ¬ 〈

BCordinary

〉¬p.
What I mean when I say that the ordering given by � does not give an ordering of

degrees of belief should nowbe clear. The effect of skeptical conversationalmanoeuvre
like saying “But how do you know you’re not a brain in a vat, stimulated to have expe-
riences as of having hands?” is not to bring the skeptical brain-in-a-vat possibility to
equal plausibility as the ordinary alternative; rather, it is to destroy belief in the ordinary
alternative by bringing into consideration an alternative possibility one cannot rule out.

Let’s take a step back for a moment, and ask why we need an ordering � at all.
That is, why generalize the shading system of Figs. 1 and 2? Suppose one thinks the
actual world is a member of some set A, though one is unsure which member of A is
actual. Then it’s plausible that one ought always to consider all members of A to be live

29 In Fig. 6b, 1HBIV ∈ Cskeptical . This is somewhat arbitrary; it is not clear to me whether, in general,
skeptical arguments bring to salience skeptical versions of possibilities already ruled out. In any case,
nothing here turns on the inclusion or exclusion of 1HBIV in the skeptical context set.
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possibilities. That is, one ought not exclude themembers of A from BC , for any context
C . Conversational salience and raised stakes might cause one to consider previously
ignored possibilities one is unwilling to rule out, such as skeptical scenarios; but (so
this line of thought might go) one ought never allow mere circumstance to cause one
to rule out non-crazy ways one genuinely thinks the world might be. To characterize
such an agent’s beliefs across contexts, we need only two colours, so to speak: those
possibilities the agent would rule out, and those she would not; and she would not rule
out the members of A.

I shall not dispute the claim that one ought to have beliefs of this sort for two reasons.
First, there are a lot of “ought”s in the previous paragraph; this should be a red flag.We
are concerned here with belief simpliciter, not rational belief, or the beliefs on ought
to have. We want a way of modelling belief that can characterize irrational agents as
well as rational ones, and there is no reason to think that irrational agents might not be
caused by changes in context to rule out, or ignore, or forget ways one thinks the world
might be. Therefore, in general, we will need more than two colours to characterize
agents in general. Second, I think there is value in having a multicoloured model even
for the beliefs of agentswho do satisfy the “ought”s above. This is partly because belief
is not far distant from other belief-like attitudes, such as supposing, hypothesizing,
etc.—and there is a lot one could say about using the present account of belief to deal
with, e.g., sincere assertion in suppositional contexts, but that would take us too far
afield—but it is also partly because even ideally rational agents sometimes speak (and
think) loosely. That is, there are contexts where it makes sense to ignore possibilities
one would, on reflection, refuse to rule out. For one example, contexts where one is
reasoning about idealized scenarios—contexts where one chooses to ignore certain
genuine but irrelevant possibilities to facilitate productive reasoning—will be of this
sort. For another example, see my discussion of the preface paradox in Clarke (2015).

In this connection, it is also worth pointing out a certain limitation of the present
account: I have nothing to say here about how an agent’s beliefs should or will be
updated in the face of new evidence. But the present approach to belief is inspired by
plausibility models used in certain theories of belief revision (e.g., Baltag and Smets
2006). On this sort of approach, roughly, an agent’s beliefs put a plausibility ordering
onworlds,with the agent believing those propositions true in themost plausibleworlds;
but in the face of various kinds of events, the plausibility ordering may change, so that
erstwhile implausible worlds become the most plausible, and so the agent’s beliefs
change. On such a framework, the whole ordering matters, not just which worlds
are maximally plausible. If two agents agree on which worlds are most plausible,
but disagree on the rest of the ordering, then they will have the same beliefs for the
moment, but by performing the “same” revision on the two orderings (that is, if the
two agents respond the same way to the same event), the two agents will come to have
different beliefs. So, by taking the present approach and keeping track of the agent’s
ordering �, we allow the possibility of giving a Baltag–Smets-style account of belief
revision—though it is of course not trivial to do so.30

30 Ranking theory (Spohn 1988, 1990) also deals with (im)plausibility orderings on worlds, but is less
obviously similar to the present approach.
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Before wemove on to generalize from the particular skeptical case described above,
a word about ruling out is in order. One often hears about ruling out possibilities from
proponents of relevant alternatives (RA) approaches to knowledge. The sort of ruling
out invoked to explain knowledge is different from the sort involved here. We might
say that RA theorists are primarily concerned with an epistemic sort of ruling-out,
whereas I am primarily concerned with a psychological sort of ruling-out. Thus, an
RA theorist of a certain (contextualist) stripe might diagnose skeptical arguments
as being effective because they bring to relevance remote possibilities about which
one has no evidence, and so which one cannot rule out; since one cannot rule out a
relevant alternative to one’s having hands, one cannot know that one has hands. On
the other hand, it certainly is possible to rule out in my sense the possibility that one
is a brain in a vat. I suspect the skeptic would have little success destroying, say, my
grandmother’s belief that she has hands (to say nothing of what the skeptic might do
to my grandmother’s knowledge that she has hands); it is a fact about her psychology
that it would be very difficult to maker her take seriously the possibility that she is a
brain in a vat. Thus, the model of Fig. 6b simply would not describe her, even when the
skeptic gets to work on her. On the other hand, a certain proportion of undergraduates
in introductory epistemology classes are very easy to put in the situation described by
Fig. 6b. The short of it is: my models say nothing about one’s reasons for ruling out a
possibility, or for ignoring it.

Now, back to our example. It is, of course, highly simplified. Here are the important
parts, though, for our diagnosis of effective skeptical arguments: we have a population
of ordinaryworlds (1H and 2H ); a population of skepticalworldswhere a target propo-
sition (that I have hands) is false (1HBIV and 2HBIV ); the skepticalworlds have ordinary
counterparts from which they are indistinguishable (1HBIV � 1H and 2HBIV � 2H );
ordinary context sets include only ordinary worlds, but bringing skeptical possibilities
to salience can expand the context set to include some skeptical worlds; in partic-
ular, some skeptical worlds will be included in the new belief set, BCskeptical . This
pattern will generalize. Effective skeptical arguments are generally effective precisely
because they point to worlds which are indistinguishable from those we would other-
wise believe are actual; we have no reason to rule out the skeptical worlds without also
ruling out the ordinary worlds, and so we wind up accepting the skeptical possibilities
as legitimate and un-ruled-out. Thus, belief in a target proposition is destroyed.

But this does not require that we have equal confidence in the skeptical and ordinary
possibilities. It only requires that we do not rule out the skeptical possibilities. This
is why the ordering given by � is not an ordering on degrees of belief, but rather
indicates conditional dispositions to believe. I give a model for degrees of belief in
Clarke (2013).

The preceding example is meant primarily to serve as an illustration of how my
doxastic states are supposed to work, but it also has some intrinsic interest of its own.
In particular, it is supposed to be an advantage of contextualism that it explains the
effectiveness of skeptical arguments. (Briefly: the skeptic puts her victim into a context
in which skeptical scenarios are salient, and this raises the standards for knowledge;
in such a context, ordinary people do not know even ordinary facts about their own
hands; the skeptic then leads us to conclude, illegitimately, thatwe never knowordinary
facts about our own hands; but on the contrary, in ordinary contexts, the standards for
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knowledge are not so high, and ordinary people do, after all, ordinarily know ordinary
things about their hands.) The example we have just worked through gives a similarly
appealing diagnosis of the effectiveness of skeptical arguments without committing us
to any controversial theory of knowledge or of “know”. Just as the contextualists say,
skeptical arguments serve to make salient remote possibilities, e.g., that one is a brain
in a vat; this destroys belief in ordinary alternatives to those possibilities, e.g., that one
has hands. Lacking belief, one also lacks knowledge, and the skeptic has succeeded.

However—and this may be a strength, as well—unlike the contextualist response
to skepticism, the present explanation says nothing about why or whether skeptical
arguments are bad. That is, what I offer here is not so much a response to skepticism
as a diagnosis of its effectiveness. I say this may be a strength because there have
been a number of objections posed in the literature to the contextualist response to
skepticism (e.g., Bach 2005; Feldman 2001, 2004; Klein 2000); it seems to me that
what is appealing about the contextualist response is the diagnostic part—it makes
sense to think that skeptics undermine our knowledge of ordinary things by bringing
to light remote possibilities.31 But this diagnosis is compatible with multiple senses
of “undermining”: maybe the skeptic reveals to us that we never know very much,
or maybe the skeptic tricks us into thinking so by causing us to lose knowledge
temporarily through loss of belief. Onemight plausibly think that the former diagnosis
is correct in cases ofwhatwemight call “healthy” skepticism (e.g., explicitly raising the
possibility that this used-car salesperson is pushing one to buy a lemon reveals that one
does not know him to be as trustworthy as he seems), but the latter diagnosis is correct
in cases of “extreme” skepticism (e.g., it is difficult for some to ignore the possibility of
a Cartesian demon, but one need not have evidence ruling this possibility out in order
to know that one has hands). Put slightly differently, any successful skeptical argument
results in destroying belief through raising alternative possibilities that the believer
is disposed not to rule out. With extreme skeptical arguments, these are possibilities
the believer need not rule out in order to know the targeted proposition; with healthy
skeptical arguments, these are possibilities the believer must rule out in order to know
the targeted proposition. (Of course, this leaves open the question of exactly which
skeptical arguments are healthy and which are extreme.) Thus, there is a desirable
flexibility in the sensitivist explanation of how skeptical arguments work when they
are successful.32

Finally, now that we have our model, we can give a precise explication of the
sincerity principle appealed to in Sect. 2. That principle was: An assertion that p is
sincere if and only if the assertor believes that p. Let S = (U,C , ‖·‖ ,�) be the
doxastic state of an agent who has just made an assertive utterance with the expressed
content p. Then, the agent has asserted sincerely that p if and only if BC |� p, where
C ∈ C is the context set corresponding to what the agent thinks is the common ground

31 This should not be confused with the claim that the contextualist response correctly diagnoses the
disagreement between the skeptic and the dogmatist; on the contrary, the contextualist response is notably
criticized for getting the latter diagnosis wrong in Feldman (2004) and Klein (2000). Rather, the claim is
that the contextualist response correctly diagnoses the skeptic’s effect on her victim (i.e., on someone who
is persuaded by, or at least feels the force of, the skeptical argument).
32 Thanks to an anonymous referee for pressing me on this point.
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(i.e., C is the set of all points where the information the agent thinks is in the common
ground is true). Recall that “BC |� p” is to be read as “[the agent] believes that p,” and
it is easy to see that this is a formalization of the principle in question. Furthermore,
note that sinceC is determined bywhat the assertor thinks the common ground is, there
is a clear sense in which the condition BC |� pmeans that the assertor’s beliefs mirror
the intended content of her utterance. After all, the intended content corresponds to
C ∩ ‖p‖; so we might say that our formalized principle requires that the agent rule
out all points outside the intended content—i.e., that the assertor’s beliefs rule out all
possibilities she intends her assertion to rule out.

3.2.3 Assessment

To conclude, let us assess the strengths and limitations of the model offered here. As
I just mentioned, one limitation is that it is entirely qualitative, in the sense that it
does not deal with degrees of belief at all. I address this limitation in Clarke (2013).
Furthermore, the model is entirely static: it is designed to represent an agent’s beliefs
at a particular time, but has nothing to say about how an agent’s doxastic state might
change over time. This limitation I shall not address in the present work, because it
derives from a third limitation. This is a peculiar quirk of my project: I aim to give
an account of belief which will be of use and interest to epistemologists, but I am
primarily concerned with the nature of belief, not just rational belief. Without the
restriction to rational belief, it is hard to put constraints on how a doxastic state might
evolve over time; hence, my model is merely static.

On the other hand, the model does provide a framework for an account of rational
belief, and so should already be of interest to epistemologists. We might require, say,
that certain beliefs be held in all contexts, perhaps via some requirements on the
makeup of the universe U . Or we might put some additional constraints on �. Or we
might have some requirement on how one responds to context-shifting manoeuvres,
or to new evidence. I hope to have gotten clearer on what belief is like partly as a
means to getting clearer on what rational belief is like.

The model has other, more specific strengths too: it is designed to allow an intuitive
treatment of sincere assertion, of course; and I have argued that it allows a nice expla-
nation of what skeptical arguments can do. Furthermore, as I argue in Clarke (2015), it
allows a surprising solution to the preface paradox, according to which preface writers
may be consistent.33

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Interna-
tional License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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